1. Sizing the Cushion

3. Choosing the Appropriate Pillow Height Position

2. Sizing the Pillow

L

OR
Tall Position
(insert into
lower groove)

Place the closed mouth into the
cut-outs on the product bag to
determine the appropriate size.

Measure the nose against the
diagram on product bag to select
size. An appropriate size should
seal against the nostril rim.

Measure Upper lip (L) distance:

Short Position
(insert into
upper groove)
Insert pillows as shown into the
corresponding grooves on the
cushion to achieve the desired
pillow height position.

L > 0.3” (7.6 mm) : Use TALL postion
L < 0.3” (7.6 mm) : Use SHORT position

4. Fitting the Interface
4.

3.

1

2

1. Insert the nasal pillows at an angle into the nose then
2. Rotate the cushion downward over the mouth.

3. Confirm that the upper seal of
cushion lies completely above
the mouth high on the upper lip.
Reposition as needed.

4. Confirm the pillows are seated
inside the nose and on the rim
of nostril. Use fingers to guide
pillows into the correct position.

5. Adjusting the Headgear
1.

2.

1

3.

2

1
1. Gently pull each of the four side
straps to acheive an overall even
and balanced pressure and fit
between the cushion and the face.

2. Adjust the two overhead straps
on the headgear until the pillows
fit comfortably against the nose.

3. Confirm that the headgear is properly worn:
* The straps should not lay on the ears.
* The back portion should not lay too low on the neck.

6. Further Pillow Fitting Tips

REMEMBER THE KEYS TO A
GOOD FIT WITH THE HYBRID ARE:

®

Hybrid AV
®
Hybrid NE
Dual-Airway Interfaces
Sizing and Fitting Guide - 10022 Rev A
Try the following:
1. Place pillows in tall position and repeat step 4.
2. Gently tighten the overhead strap on the headgear.
3. Try one of the other nasal pillow sizes included in the package.

!

Proper oral cushion size
Proper nasal pillow size
Appropriate pillow height position
Upper seal of cushion high on upper lip
Headgear worn correctly
Adjust four side straps equally
Adjust the overhead straps

Please consult products’ Instructions for Use for futher instructions
or contact RespCare, Inc. customer service at 800-200-9842.

